Remington
Express Range
This comprises the Spike pointed,
Hammer round nose and Plinking,
which is a flat face (wadcutter). These
are made in the traditional style with
a ribbed body. Despite their modest
price they’re well made and will offer
all the performance you could want at
short to medium range.

pellets

Thunder Baracuda

Wadcutters

This heavyweight range is ideal for high-power rifles and
those looking for maximum impact at long range. They have a
great reputation for accuracy, especially in FAC-power level
guns. The Baracuda Power version wears the copper coating,
like the Field Target Power, to keep your fingers clean.

For paper punchers, this range includes the Sport and the
Match, in both rifle and pistol versions. The flat-faced
pellets cut neat, calibre-sized holes in the target cards,
making scoring easy. They also have a good reputation for
close-range pest elimination, such as feral pigeon shooting
when the flat face transmits maximum knock-down power.

Thunder Baracuda

.177 £11.95 for 500

Thunder Baracuda

.22 £ 6.95 for 250

Thunder Match Rifle .177 £9.95 for 500

Thunder Baracuda Power .177 £7.95 for 300

Thunder Match Pistol .177 £9.95 for 500

Thunder Baracuda Power .22 £6.95 for 200

Thunder Sport

.177 £9.95 for 500

Thunder Sport

.22 £9.95 for 400

Express Hammer .177 £5.95 for 500
Express Hammer .22 £5.95 for 250
Express Plinking .177 £5.95 for 500
Express Plinking .22 £5.95 for 250
Express Spike

.177 £5.95 for 400

Express Spike

.22

£5.95 for 200

Hollow Points

Thunder Round
Heads
This range includes the Field Target, the Field
Target Power and the Sniper Light. The Field
Target is a top-quality pellet with a long and
well-proven track record, being ideal for
hunter field target, field target and hunting.
The Power version wears a copper coating
that’s 20% harder than a lead pellet and it
ensures that you get no lead residue on your
fingers. The Sniper Light is a new design of
round head designed to maximise the velocity
of your rifle.
Thunder Sniper Light

.22 £7.95 for 250

Thunder Field Target

.177 £9.95 for 500

Thunder Field Target

.22 311.95 for 500

Thunder Field Target Power .177 £7.95 for 300
Thunder Field Target Power .22 £6.95 for 200
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Remington

Round-up

Phill Price opens a huge box of top-class ammo
from Sportsmarketing
the world. The extensive range is

S

portsmarketing is proud to
announce its new range of
first-class Remington pellets.

These are made for them by H&N
Sport GMBH, renowned as one of
the finest pellet manufacturers in

split between the Express models,
which are designed to offer great
value for money, and the Thunder

The final category is for the hollow points;
the Baracuda Hunter, and the Crow Magnum.
These are designed to provide maximum
impact in your quarry to ensure a clean kill.
As the name suggests, the Baracuda Hunter
is based on the classic Baracuda, whilst the
Crow Magnum has an even bigger cavity for
maximum impact.
Thunder Crow Magnum

.177 £11.95 for 500

Thunder Crow Magnum

.22 £6.95 for 200

Thunder Baracuda Hunter .177 £11.95 for 400
Thunder Baracuda Hunter .22 £6.95 for 200

models, which offer the very best
performance. You can choose
from match wadcutters to
hollow-points, round heads and
even some copper-coated models
as well. They’re available in all
good gun shops now. n
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